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easuring seeing with a Shack–Hartmann
ave-front sensor during an active-optics experiment

ong Zhang, Dehua Yang, and Xiangqun Cui

We describe the measurement of atmospheric enclosure seeing along a 120-m light path by use of a
Shack–Hartmann wave-front sensor �S-H WFS� for the first time to our knowledge in the Large Sky Area
Multi-Object Fiber Spectroscopic Telescope �LAMOST� outdoor active-optics experiment system, based on
the differential image motion method and a S-H WFS. Seeing estimates that were gained with the S-H
WFS were analyzed and found to be in close agreement with the actual seeing conditions, the estimates
of refractive-index structure constant, and the thin-mirror active optics results, which usually include the
shape sensing precision and the active correction precision of the experimental system. Finally, some
countermeasures against poor seeing conditions were considered and adopted. © 2004 Optical Society
of America

OCIS codes: 010.1330, 010.7350.
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. Introduction

he performance of large telescopes is highly depen-
ent on image quality and good seeing conditions,
hich has become increasingly important. Tradi-

ionally, astronomers have relied on measuring im-
ge quality with small telescopes and differential
mage motion monitors, which are well understood
ow. Image quality is directly related to perturba-
ions of the incoming wave front. Light propagating
hrough the atmosphere suffers random aberrations
s it passes through regions where there is turbulent
ixing of air of different temperatures and hence of

ifferent refractive indices. With wave-front sens-
ng methods, wave-front fluctuations can be directly
nalyzed to provide quantitative information on see-
ng conditions independently of what telescope is
sed.
The Large Sky Area Multi-Object Fiber Spectro-

copic Telescope �LAMOST� is a meridian reflecting
round-based Schmidt telescope with its optical axis
xed in the meridian plane. It consists of a reflect-

ng Schmidt corrector at the northern end, a spherical
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rimary mirror at the southern end, and a focal plane
etween. The LAMOST, which combines both thin
irror and segmented mirror active optics, controls
ot only aspherical shape to correct spherical aber-
ation of the primary mirror but also the cofocus of
ll 24 submirrors. To prepare for real application
nd to optimize the design of the LAMOST, an out-
oor experiment with full-scale but unit optical
omponents was started in the spring of 2001 in Nan-
ing. We expect to get some results to enable us to

ake decisions for the specification and design of the
AMOST from this system. A Shack–Hartmann
ave-front sensor �S-H WFS� is mounted on the focal
latform to test the shape of the Schmidt plate cor-
ector in our LAMOST outdoor active optics experi-
ent. Enclosure seeing here is difficult because of

he long light path near the ground, and dome seeing
s of little significance. The correcting precision of
he thin mirror active optics is greatly influenced by
eeing. So, following the design of the Differential
mage Motion Monitor �DIMM�, one of the present
uthors �Cui� suggested developing the technology to
easure seeing by using the S-H WFS. This tech-
ology began as a by-product of a LAMOST active-
ptics experiment at first but is now an essential part
f the experimental program.
The theory of S-H WFS and seeing measurement is

eviewed below. Seeing estimates and statistics ob-
ained with this instrument are compared with ac-
ual site conditions and with the precision of an
ctive-optics experiment.
1 February 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 4 � APPLIED OPTICS 729
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. Theory

he S-H wave-front test has been widely used in
ptical shop testing and in telescopes, especially in
ctive optics and adaptive optics. But it is not well
nown in the field of seeing measurement. The
easurement data of the S-H test are the coordinate

ifferences of the S-H grid that contain information
n wave-front slope. Therefore a numerical recon-
truction is necessary for integrating these slope data
o produce the desired the wave-front contour map.

The S-H WFS is shown schematically in Fig. 1.1 A
eam of light from reference point 1 passes through a
eam-splitter cube, a collimator, and a lenslet array
nd then forms the S-H grid array, which is imaged
nto the CCD focal plane by a reducing system. This
pot array on the CCD is used as the S-H standard
rid array. Another beam of light from the optical
ystem to be measured passes the same way and
lternately with the first beam, and both are imaged
nto the CCD as the real grid array. By measuring
he position differences between two sets of spots, one
an reconstruct the real wave front by using inte-
rals, and other applications such as seeing measure-
ent can be carried out too. Figure 2�a� shows the

riginal, classical S-H WFS optical model. The wave
ront that is analyzed is sampled by a lenslet array,
eading to almost plane sub-wave-fronts. The focal
pot at the focus of each lenslet is then translated
aterally, proportionally to the slope of the associated
ub-wave-front. In this model the assumption is
hat each lenslet is independent of the adjacent len-
lets. So the model is limited to using lenslet arrays
ith low f-numbers. Figure 2�b� is the sampled

ig. 1. Schematic configuration of the S-H optical system: 1, ref
, lenslet array; 6, reduction system; 7, CCD target.

ig. 2. �a� Classic S-H WFS optical model and �b� the image �part�
ampled by our S-H WFS.
30 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 4 � 1 February 2004
ave-front image in the LAMOST active-optics ex-
eriment system.
As we know, the DIMM operates by measuring the

ariance of the differential centroid motion for im-
ges of a star produced separately from two apertures
f known separation within the entrance pupil of a
elescope. The differential image motion is unaf-
ected by tracking errors, telescope vibration, or small
ocus errors and so gives an unbiased estimate of the
mage degradation that is due to the free atmosphere
lone. The standard model for astronomical seeing,
eveloped largely by Tatarski2 and Fried,3 is based on
he work of Kolmogorov4 on atmospheric turbulence.3
s we know, the full width at half-maximum

FWHM� of seeing is the most important factor in the
uality of a wave that has propagated through atmo-
pheric turbulence. The DIMM measures the
trength of the aberrations that are due to atmo-
pheric turbulence and then predicts the seeing
WHM for a large telescope, assuming the standard
eeing model. The aberration strength is parame-
erized by Fried’s parameter �r0�. Small values of r0
ndicate strong turbulence and hence poor seeing.

In terms of our seeing measurement, the lenslet
rray in the S-H WFS can be and has already been
egarded as a Hartmann light-diaphragm array.
ur system with any pair of diaphragms is a simple
IMM. That is to say, the DIMM is just our sys-

em’s special case with only two diaphragms. Be-
ause of this one-up design, the superiority of our
ystem obviously lies in the fact that highly accurate,
etailed, and reasonably smooth seeing estimates can
e obtained if more than one pair of light diaphragms
rom the lenslet array is chosen, which means that we
ave more DIMMs and will get more-elaborate seeing
esults at the same time.

Next, we briefly review the theory of our DIMM5:
or Kolmogorov turbulence at the near-field approx-

mation, over a distance d the approximate expres-
ion for the variance �l

2 of the longitudinal motion for
� D is given by

�l
2 � 2�2r0

�5�3�0.179D�1�3 � 0.0968d�1�3�, (1)

nd for the variance �t
2 of the transverse motion for

� D it is

� 2 � 2�2r �5�3�0.179D�1�3 � 0.145d�1�3�, (2)

e source; 2, focus to be tested; 3, beam-splitter cube; 4, collimator;
erenc
t 0
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here r0 is Fried’s2 seeing parameter, which is a
easure of the strength of the seeing distortions.
he transverse covariance is exactly 1.5 times larger

han the longitudinal covariance, and both decrease
s the �1�3rd power of the separation.
These variances can be expressed in terms of the

otal variance for two-dimensional motion through a
ingle aperture of diameter D:

�2 � 0.358���r0�
5�3���D�1�3, (3)

r0l � �2�2�0.179D�1�3 � 0.0968d�1�3�

�l
2 �3�5

, (4)

r0t � �2�2�0.179D�1�3 � 0.145d�1�3�

�t
2 �3�5

, (5)

FWHM � 0.98���r0�. (6)

Because r0 scales as �6�5, the image FWHM has
nly a weak ��1�5 dependence on wavelength. For
he theoretical Kolmogorov–Tatarski structure func-
ion, seeing distortions of the wave front extend to
nfinitely large spatial scales. Temperature inho-

ogeneities are responsible for local variations in the
efractive index that perturb the otherwise homoge-
eous propagation of incident light waves. The pa-
ameter that describes the turbulent atmosphere,
hich gives a measure of the intensity of the optical

urbulence as it relates to the index inhomogeneities,
s the refractive-index structure constant CN

2. It is
omplicated to describe the relationship between CN

2

nd seeing of the isolated atmosphere in an enclosure
ear the ground. In our system we can estimate
eeing by summing atmosphere seeing and enclosure
eeing in a real observing mode. Whereas in the
elf-collimation mode the optical path is near the lo-
al ground, CN

2 is usually independent of altitude,
nd there are spatial and temporal variations along
he path. So seeing here is just enclosure seeing
long a 120-m folded light path, which is different
rom the path in a real observing mode. According
o temperature T�r� measured by temperature sen-
ors separated by a distance �r of 1 m, temperature
tructure constant CT

2 and refractive-index structure
onstant CN

2 are easily estimated from the expres-
ions

CT
2�r� �

	�T�r� � T�r � �r��2


�r2�3 , (7)

CN
2 � �77.6 � 10�9 P

T 2�2

CT
2, (8)

here P is the pressure in millibars and T is the
emperature in degrees Kelvin. Through the exper-
ments we also get CT

2 and CN
2.

. Description of the System

igure 3 shows an overview of the LAMOST active-
ptics experiment system.6 The point light comes
rom the S-H WFS onto spherical mirror MB, is re-
ected to a parallel light, is reflected by plate MA and
hen converges to a S-H wave-front sensor. In this
xperimental system the light path is 120 m in a
elf-collimation closed-loop correction mode, which is
ouble the distance in the LAMOST real observing
ode. The light path is only about �6 m above

round and is surrounded by many trees and high
uildings, which cause serious air disturbances and
ad enclosure seeing, and they have key influences on
he success of our active-optics experiment, which
equires great precision.

In our experimental system, systemic structural
nd processing parameters of the S-H wave-front sen-
or are as follows:

• The 1-pixel angular size is 2.183 arc sec;
• The CCD pixel size is 8.6 �m  8.3 �m;
• The lenslet subaperture diameter is 0.768 mm,

nd its corresponding aperture diameter on the en-
rance pupil �at the Schmidt reflecting corrector
late� is 3.612 cm;
• The lenslet array size is 32  32;
• The reducing ratio is �5.2252;
• There is a sufficiently strong light source, which

epends on the controllable voltage;
• The exposure time �one frame period� is 40 ms

a frame rate of 25 Hz�;
• The frame size �image resolution� is 552  552;
• The threshold depends on the brightness and

ontrast of CCD image sampling and is optimized
uring the process of image spotting.
• The number of sampling frames is 500;
• The wavelength of light is 550 nm; and
• The systemic focal length is 20 m �the same as

hat of the LAMOST�.

Seeing should be calculated at the entrance pupil,
hat is to say, at the position of the reflecting Schmidt
late. According to Eqs. �4�–�6�, two Fried parame-
ers r0 and their FWHM values can be calculated
asily. During our active-optics experiment, three
airs of r0 are selected, and our final seeing is given
y averaging. �Ideally we should choose as many
airs as we can to describe the seeing distribution of
he whole enclosure section, but a highly accurate

ig. 3. Overview of the LAMOST outdoor experiment system.
A, reflecting Schmidt corrector of our LAMOST experiment; MB,

pherical primary mirror.
1 February 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 4 � APPLIED OPTICS 731
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esult entails the use of a significant amount of com-
uting time�. Three pairs cover almost the total
eld and can express the seeing conditions of the
hole system accurately. Enclosure seeing is the
ost important factor in our active-optics experi-
ent, and there are many temperature sensors to

eep tracking the real-time three-dimensional ther-
al field and CN

2 variations of the enclosure. Be-
ause there is almost solely enclosure seeing in the
elf-collimation mode, we can gain CN

2 by using Eqs.
7� and �8� and finding some linear relation between
nclosure seeing r0 and enclosure CN

2.

. Experimental Results

uring the nights of our active-optics experiments,
eeing and temperature measurements are taken at
ny desired time. Accompanied by the advance-
ent of our active-optics experiments, many useful

esults have been gained in self-collimation mode.
n this mode, most of the seeing is enclosure seeing,
nd it is easy to analyze the enclosure conditions,
hich are different from those in tracking mode.
igure 4 shows measured seeing results on the night
f 19–20 December 2002. It was rainy on that night.
igure 5 shows another set of seeing results and tem-
erature changes for the night of 30 November–1
ecember 2002. The sky was clear on that night.
he range of seeing results is 1–2 arc sec. From Fig.
, it is easy to see that seeing is highly correlated with
emperature and weather conditions. Figure 6
hows the corresponding estimated mean, which is
veraged over the light path of refractive-index struc-
ure constant CN

2. Through our experiments we
ound that seeing FWHM declines following decreas-
ng temperature difference and vice versa. If it is
loudy or even rainy, good seeing is available.
herefore weather forecasts might be used to predict
eeing conditions and help us to arrange our experi-
ent schedule. Furthermore, from Figs. 5 and 6, the
32 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 4 � 1 February 2004
eeing FWHM values and the mean of CN
2 have the

ame trend of decrease and increase. There is a cer-
ain relationship between them. As we know, the see-
ng FWHM decreases theoretically as 3�5ths of the
ower of the integral of CN

2. There is excellent agree-
ent. For further spatial and temporal details on
N

2, more temperature sensors should be placed along
he light path for more-detailed values of CT

2 in the
nclosure.
Measuring with the S-H WFS, we calculate each

eeing FWHM from one pair of lenslets, the same as
or one DIMM, and it represents only the turbulence
onditions of some local part of the total exit pupil
lane. The random seeing FWHM has a statisti-
ally normal distribution, which can be expressed in
erms of its mean value and of its rms value. Here
e just choose the seeing FWHM values of the three
airs of lenslets from 23 July 2002 shown in Fig. 7.
heir mean values are 1.72, 1.66, and 1.78 arc sec,
nd their rms values are 0.31, 0.37, and 0.32 arc sec,
espectively. The difference of the mean and the
ms values of these lenslets pairs is small and there-
ore is not important.

Figure 8 shows the experimental statistical rela-
ig. 4. Distribution of seeing FWHM measured with the S-H
FS on the night of 19–20 December 2002. The mean value is
ig. 5. Distribution of seeing FWHM on the night of 30
ovember–1 December 2002. The mean value is 3.039 arc sec.
he corresponding distribution of temperature difference is given
oo. MA, reflecting Schmidt corrector of our LAMOST experi-
ent.
ig. 6. Mean of the refractive-index structure constant CN
2 on 30

ovember–1 December 2002, corresponding to the seeing result in
ig. 5.
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ionship between seeing FWHM and centroid orien-
ation precision. As we know, seeing has a great
ffect on the precision of our active-optics experiment,
specially in our closed loop of thin-mirror active-
ptics correction. Indoor experiments proved that a
igh precision of 1�30 pixel can be achieved without
ausing a seeing problem, whereas in our LAMOST
utdoor experiment system it deteriorates to 1�10
ixel and the corresponding wave-front rms reaches
lmost 0.1 �m. Although this precision includes the
mage sampling error, processing algorithmic error,
nd some other random errors and these systemic
rrors are not introduced by seeing, they are greatly
nfluenced by it. The worse the seeing, the greater
he errors. Through the optimizations of a number
f sampling frames, threshold, image luminosity, im-
ge contrast, and image spot size, a final optimal
esult is as fitted in Fig. 8. When the seeing FWHM
d
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s below 1.2 arc sec, the precision is not more than 0.1
ixel, mostly because of systematic errors.
The S-H seeing FWHM prediction assumes that

he spatial spectrum of wave-front aberrations is well
escribed by the Tatarski structure function. The
ccuracy of the seeing estimates therefore depends on
he validity of the Kolmogorov turbulence model for
he spatial scales of interest. According to their re-
ults, the S-H sensor will overestimate seeing disc r0
underestimate the FWHM� because of the high d�D
atio and the smoothness of seeing of the full aperture
s determined by averaging.

. Conclusions

ontrolling and improving seeing is extremely impor-
ant for working with telescopes. Our goal is to es-
imate the poor seeing conditions and image quality
f our already existing system, to find how they in-
uence the active-optics sensing precision and the
ave-front correction precision, and then to find some
easures to improve the seeing. Clearly the goal
as been achieved now with our S-H WFS.
We have compared measurements made with the
IMM and some other measurements with our S-H
FS findings. The DIMM is just a site survey in-

trument, whereas the S-H WFS is a wave-front sens-
ng instrument. In seeing measurement, the S-H

FS can be used not only in little telescopes but also
n large telescopes, enclosures, and domes to measure
ll kinds of seeing, whereas the DIMM is used only
or stars, mainly to measure atmospheric seeing.
ecause our sampling time and integral time are
uch longer than those of the DIMM for correcting

he low-frequency figure errors in the Schmidt plate
f the LAMOST, our seeing FWHM results from the
-H WFS are similar, whereas the computational
ime is much longer in our case. The difference be-
ween the seeing estimates measured the by S-H

FS and that from the DIMM while both are track-
ng the same star can be attributed to enclosure-,
ome-, and system-induced additional seeing or opti-
al aberrations. We use the experimental seeing
nd positioning precision relationship to predict see-
ng, to guide our experimental scheduling, and fur-
hermore to optimize the design of the LAMOST
nclosure and of thermal field control. Here we have
iven the enclosure-seeing results from the S-H WFS,
s the DIMM cannot measure enclosure seeing di-
ectly. Further atmosphere seeing measurements
ill be carried out after our active-optics real-

racking experiments begin. If our CCD detector is
eplaced with an intensified CCD to produce a high
rame rate, we will gain more real-time seeing results
or the coming LAMOST adaptive-optics experiment.

Now measures have been taken to improve the
hermal and seeing conditions of the enclosure; for
xample, the whole system has been made strictly
indproof to maintain the uniformity of the inside
tmosphere in a tunnel made from an insulated steel
late with fans and air conditioning added for venti-
ation,7 and we even measure real-time temperatures
o monitor their changes at many different positions
ig. 7. Seeing FWHM from three pairs of lenslets. Estimates
ig. 8. Statistical linear relationship between precision of image
entroid orientation and seeing FWHM in the LAMOST outdoor
xperimental system.
1 February 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 4 � APPLIED OPTICS 733
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n the light routine at the same time. Qualitative
elations from both seeing and environmental tem-
erature are found and used to explain the seeing
onditions and to predict the corresponding experi-
ental precision. Further analyses of temperature

ontrol and optimization of the enclosure are being
ade.
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